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Our first delivery 
of underwater 
cameras

We began 
collaborating with 
Marintek to test 
our cage systems

We launched Midgard®, 
the world’s first escape-
proof cage net

launched at Aqua Nor

The acquisition 
of Moen Marin

We opened our new 
120 decare facilities 
at Nordhammarvika

We launched 
our first cage

1980 2009

We launched 
our first central 
feeding system

1985

1996

We delivered 
our first feeding 
barge

1999

We developed 
the world’s first 
thermal delicer

2012

2019

2013

2018

40 years of experience

Integration
Consolidation
Fit for the future

2020

2021
New launches:
Cameras
Water feeding
Mercatus
SmartSpreader



Open aquaculture 
systems

Service DigitalClosed aquaculture 
systems

Our product portfolio covers major aspects of aquaculture

Vessels Marine engineering 
and consulting



Pål Herstad
Director, Digital Product Management

2018 – ScaleAQ
Software, Digital Infrastructure, Data 
Acquisition, Cameras, Sensors, 

2014 – 2018 Elvenite AB
Business Intelligence, Data Warehouse 
& ERP-systems in aquaculture

2012 – 2014 IntraFish Media
Digital transformation



Digital observations from the last 8-9 years: 

• Increasing understanding of the potential
benefits of digitalization

• Increased understanding of the need to gather
data (quality data) from operations

• Digital Start-Ups: digital solutions to specific
challenges, but often missing the big picture

• Global tech-giants showing increasing interest

Still, things are moving quite slowly.   

Overall:



Show-stoppers:

• Old and «none-digital» components on barges
are not being upgraded. 

• Poor digital infrastructure between locations and 
land

• Generally low digital knowledge in the industry

• Low digital understanding in decision making
positions

• Lack of digital strategy and clear goals

• Low or no acceptance of digital businessmodels

• Suppliers not able to prove the ROI

Digital observations from the last 8-9 years: 



• Digitalization of aquaculture starts on the
barges by upgrading equipment (the data 
sources) 

• This upgrading-process must be part of a digital 
strategy: What do we want to achieve, and how
do we meassure the progress? 

• If you want to digitalize, you must accept digital 
business models with recurrent payment. 

• If digitalization is part of the company’s strategy, 
this must be reflcted in the company’s buying
strategy. 

• Suppliers must convince the CFO’s. 

The need-to-do’s: 

Digital observations from the last 8-9 years: 



Feeding-paradigms as basis for development

1970 2000 2015 2023

Hand feeding Barge feeding Remote feeding Autonomous feeding

«All-inclusive»-software Digital infrastructure Data flow, AI, ML

Proprietary systems
Local installations
Limited or no data flow

Flexible solutions
Improved flow and 
integration
Improved infrastructure
Cloud based storage and 
access

Standardized interfaces
Horizontal dataflow
Control systems replaces
manual observation



ScaleAQ’s own journey

Openness

Simplicity

Insight

2016 2017 2021



Remote feeding 2018



Remote feeding 2021



Continous improvement requires access to data



UniteAQ platform ensures data flow and integration



Access to data closes the gap



Production-driven development 

Monitoring  Automatic responses  Autonomous production

Bigger and more 
complex infrastructure

Exposed, unmanned 
locations

CAS (Closed 
Aquaculture Systems)



The 4 phases of development

• Simplicity
• Insight
• Digital understanding

2.
Vertical integration & 
automatic responses

3.
Horizontal integration & 
autonomous operation

4. 
Virtual eco-systems for 

trading of digital 
services and hardware 

products

• Connected equipment
• All devices are IOT
• AI og ML on specific challenges

• Cloud based integration through 
the value chain

• ML and AI access enough data to 
facilitate autonomous operations

• All companies connected
• Standardized interfaces
• Partnes in the value chain 

improve each other 
• Gathering and structuring 

of  production data (and the 
analytics) is the cornerstone 
of the company’s strategy 
for growth and 
sustainability.

1. 
Open interfaces

Transisions are gliding

Diverse industry = diverse solutions



But phase 1 starts on the feeding barges:  

This is not just a camera with sensors. 
It’s a data source!

This is not just a lump of steel. 
It’s a data source!



Thank you!


